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ABSTRACT
In recent years, large-scale oceanic sequencing efforts have provided a deeper understanding of marine microbial communities and their dynamics.
These research endeavors require the acquisition
of complex and varied datasets through large, interdisciplinary and collaborative efforts. However,
no unifying framework currently exists for the marine science community to integrate sequencing data
with physical, geological, and geochemical datasets.
Planet Microbe is a web-based platform that enables data discovery from curated historical and ongoing oceanographic sequencing efforts. In Planet
Microbe, each ‘omics sample is linked with other
biological and physiochemical measurements collected for the same water samples or during the same
sample collection event, to provide a broader environmental context. This work highlights the need
for curated aggregation efforts that can enable new
insights into high-quality metagenomic datasets.
Planet Microbe is freely accessible from https://www.
planetmicrobe.org/.
INTRODUCTION
Oceanographic research cruises produce large quantities of
data using a wide range of methods and equipment that require large collaborative efforts. These research endeavors
span a broad range of disciplines and are critical to investigating the spatiotemporal interplay between biological, geological and chemical processes in marine systems. Importantly, the advent of genomic sequencing technologies has
allowed for greater insight into the distribution and dynamics of microbial populations in marine ecosystems. In 2004,
* To

the Global Ocean Survey (GOS) launched the first largescale oceanic sequencing expedition that led to the identification of a large number of novel genes in the ocean (1).
More recently, the TARA ocean expedition (2), an international sequencing effort, revealed surprisingly high biodiversity in the oceans and identified novel interactions between oceanic microorganisms.
Despite scientists’ best efforts to carefully curate and
share their data with collaborators to advance individual
studies and publications, no systematic, unifying framework currently exists to integrate ‘omics data with physical, geochemical and biological datasets commonly used
by the broader geoscience community. As a result, the moment each sample leaves the ship is often the last time each
data component appears together in a unified collection.
Typically, ‘omics datasets are submitted to nucleotide sequence repositories like the Sequence Read Archive (SRA)
(3), whereas contextual environmental data are submitted
and stored in specialized data-repositories (such as the Biological and Chemical Oceanography Data Management
Office (BCO-DMO) (4) or PANGEA), or only made available within published papers. This makes it difficult to fully
reconnect in-situ data from the same sampling event. The
development of resources to facilitate the aggregation and
publication of biological datasets along with their physicochemical information is critical for studying marine microbes and the biogeochemical processes in the ocean that
they drive.
In 2011, the SRA began integrating the BioProject and
BioSample databases from NCBI (5) to ensure that sequence data are accompanied by a minimum set of information. This Minimum Information about any (x) nucleotide Sequence (MIxS) is a unified standard developed
by the Genomic Standards Consortium (6). Although the
majority of the MIxS descriptors are optional, the standard mandates the annotation of sequence data with in-
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tic Expeditions (28) and Ocean Sampling Day (OSD) (29).
In Planet Microbe, these ’omics data have been reintegrated
with their in-situ environmental contextual data, including
biological and physicochemical measurements, and information about sampling events, and sampling stations. Finally, cruise tracks, protocols, and instrumentation are also
linked to these datasets to provide users with a comprehensive view of the metadata. Additionally, Planet Microbe integrates computational tools using National Science Foundation (NSF) funded Cyberinfrastructure (CyVerse) and
provides users with free access to large-scale computing
power to analyze and explore these datasets (30,31).
RESULTS
Database content and platform functionality
Database content overview. This first release of Planet Microbe includes 2371 aquatic samples collected from multiple projects, encompassing >10 years of experiments, the
oldest of which was taken as part of the HOT project in
2007. The majority of samples in this database release are
from the Tara Ocean or Tara Polar expedition (54%), HOT
time-series (24%) and OSD (7%) given the large extent
of sampling for each of these projects. Of these samples,
57% have metagenome(s), 27% have amplicon sequencing
dataset(s) and 16% have metatranscriptome(s) (random or
PolyA amplified). Most of the samples in Planet Microbe
are from surface water, with 45% of the samples collected
between 0 and 10 m depth. Planet Microbe contains samples collected from all five oceans and most seas (Figure
1A). While the majority of the samples in Planet Microbe
were collected in a marine biome, samples are available for
16 aquatic biome types in total (Figure 1C and D).
In total, the terminology for 108 contextual sample attributes were standardized, with each investigator’s original naming for these attributes mapped to terms from
the Planet Microbe application ontology. Of those, 87 are
searchable through the Planet Microbe search interface. To
be integrated into Planet Microbe, samples must have a minimum of seven attributes (collection date, latitude, longitude, and depth, as well as biome, environmental feature
and material). Aside from these required attributes, most
samples also include water temperature, salinity, oxygen
concentration and chlorophyll concentration (Figure 1B).
Search and download datasets of interest. In Planet Microbe, the ‘Search’ tab constitutes the main search interface
for samples present in the database (Figure 2). This interface
allows users to search for and select samples based on the
sample’s contextual data or the ‘omic experiment description.
Through the sample search interface, a map provides an
intuitive way of selecting samples directly from their geographical localization. Moreover, the top left of the search
interface allows users to select samples across four dimensions (latitude, longitude, depth and collection time). Finally, the sample attribute search allows users to further refine their search, selecting samples based on their Biome,
environmental feature and material, as well as a set of 87
curated terms. Search results are displayed as a table and
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formation about the collection date and localization, as
well as the description of the biome, environmental feature and material from which the sample was collected
(6). Despite these efforts, the quantity and quality of the
contextual data provided within genomic submissions are
highly variable. In 2018, the MGnify web-portal (formerly
known as EBI-Metagenomics) was released, allowing users
to search for metagenomes using several contextual data
attributes, such as collection depth, biome or temperature
(7). However, searching these ‘omics datasets by their accompanying information is impaired by a lack of consistent terminology as well as mislabeled or missing contextual data accompanying metagenomes, limiting their reuse
in meta-analyses. Recently, domain scientists have rallied
to improve and curate standards within their fields. For
example, Bernstein et al. curated and standardized data
for human-associated samples and metagenomes deposited
in SRA (8). Similarly, the TerrestrialMetagenomeDB collected and curated terrestrial metagenomic datasets (9).
However, these projects only include data from sequencing
repositories (e.g. SRA (3), MG-RAST (10) and EBI (11))
without integrating contextual data stored in published papers or other environmental data repositories. Similar efforts exist for genomic data, such as the MAR databases
that aims to collect reference genomes (MarRef), including
both complete (MarRef) and incomplete marine prokaryotic genomes (MarDB) or marine fungi (MarFun) (12).
The MAR database project integrates data from several
sources of information including sequence, taxonomy and
literature databases to describe their genomic datasets. Similarly, Pasolli et al. developed a pipeline to integrate different sources of contextual and taxonomic data for humanassociated samples deposited in SRA (13). These datasets
were made accessible to users through the R package ExperimentHub. For polar ecosystems, the Microbial Antarctic Resource system (mARS) aims to facilitate the discovery,
access, and analysis of molecular microbial diversity data
generated by Antarctic researchers (14). Importantly, these
resources allow access to ‘omics resources using curated
contextual data but do not provide computing resources to
users to further analyze these datasets. On the other hand,
large oceanic gene catalogs constructed from metagenomes,
such as the Ocean Gene Atlas, allow users to identify gene
abundance co-variation with marine environmental variables (15). However, these gene catalogs are typically constructed from a single sequencing expedition. A notable exception is the MAR databases that provide a gene catalog
constructed on both the Tara Oceans and Ocean Sampling
Day (OSD) datasets. Additionally, the MAR database provides a BLAST service to query across their different collections (16).
Here, we present Planet Microbe, a web-based portal for
the open sharing and discovery of historical and ongoing oceanographic sequencing efforts. Planet Microbe integrates historical oceanographic ‘omics datasets (Hawaii
Ocean Time-series (HOT) (17–21), Bermuda Atlantic Timeseries (BATS) (22), Global Ocean Sampling Expedition
(GOS) (23), Amazon continuum dataset (ANACONDAS)
(24,25) and Center for Dark Energy Biosphere Investigations (C-DEBI) (26)) along with datasets from large-scale
ocean expeditions such as the TARA Oceans (27) and Arc-
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summary bar charts. Search results are available for download as a tab-delimited file and can be selected and saved in
a personal cart for further analysis.
The search can be further refined using the ‘File’ search
tab, allowing users to filter the ‘omics data on the SRA run
attributes. These attributes describe the library construction
method and the sequencing strategy.
Analytic capabilities
Planet Microbe offers capabilities to run computational
tools (called ‘Apps’) on samples that users add to their cart.
Additionally, users can run these Apps on private datasets
stored in the CyVerse Data Store. A free CyVerse account
is required to run Apps. The first release of Planet Microbe has four Apps integrated: Centrifuge, a read-based
taxonomic annotation tool (32); two de-novo comparative
metagenomic tools, Libra (33) and MASH (34); and an App
that runs BLAST (16) against the ALOHA gene catalog, a
metagenomic survey of microbes collected by the HOT program (17,19,21).
Reintegrating samples in their broader context
The dynamics and composition of microbial populations in
‘omics datasets are best understood in context with environmental factors associated with the original water sample, including temperature, depth, and other physicochemical and biological properties. Yet, interlinking ‘omics data
with environmental data derived from water samples can

be difficult given variations in the collection processes employed by oceanographic expeditions. For example, sampling events associated with Niskin bottles mounted to a
frame can collect samples from multiple depths in the water column, whereas net tows collect biological material
from the same depth (or across depth intervals), across horizontal transects of varying distances. Similarly, metagenomic samples from time-sequencing sediment traps collect sinking particulate material at a fixed geospatial point
across varying time intervals (35), whereas free-drifting
sediment traps sample across variable spatiotemporal
intervals (36).
To account for variations in sampling protocols, Planet
Microbe uses a data model (Figure 3) that links ‘omics
experiments, with samples, sampling events, and collection campaigns. At a finer scale, the ‘omics experiment
description encompasses information about the number
of runs, the sequencing technology and methods used
for the ‘omics library construction. In Planet Microbe,
all ’omic experiments are linked to one or more samples. The sample page aggregates all biological and physiochemical information collected from these samples (e.g.
https://www.planetmicrobe.org/#/samples/33). Sample and
contextual data taken during the same sampling event
can be found by exploring the sampling event page (e.g.
https://www.planetmicrobe.org/#/sampling events/19). Finally, the cruise page links all sampling events as well
as any additional cruise information (e.g. https://www.
planetmicrobe.org/#/campaigns/2). Projects in Planet Microbe allow users to explore samples, sampling events, and
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Figure 1. Overview of the Planet Microbe database content. (A) Map of the samples in the database. Samples are color-coded by temperature with samples
missing temperature values shown in gray. (B) Distribution of the 20 most abundant sample attributes in Planet Microbe datasets, excluding the mandatory attributes of latitude, longitude, depth and time. (C) Distribution of ENVO biome classes associated with samples. (D) Distribution of the ENVO
environmental feature classes associated with samples in Planet Microbe.
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cruises that are part of the same project and produced by
a unique investigator or a team of investigators (e.g. https:
//www.planetmicrobe.org/#/projects/1).
Exploring multi-projects sampling efforts: the HOT dataset
Since October 1988, the HOT program, based out of the
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, has conducted roughly
monthly monitoring and sampling at Station ALOHA,
∼100 km north of O‘ahu, Hawai‘i. This program aims to
provide a comprehensive biological, physicochemical, and
hydrological description of the North Pacific subtropical
gyre across time (19).
In NCBI, the different HOT ‘omics datasets are separated into three distinct BioProjects, according to their lead
principal investigator, collection date and sequencing technology used when the data were generated. This separation prevents simple connections between the different sampling efforts led during HOT sampling campaigns. In Planet
Microbe, the data model allows users to reconnect these
projects and retrieve all samples taken during a sampling
cruise or specific sampling event, even if they were produced by different teams. For example, cruise HOT214 contains three ‘omics samples taken in two distinct projects
(HOT-Delong and HOT-Chisolm) that can easily be reconnected and retrieved through this data model (https:
//www.planetmicrobe.org/#/campaigns/57).
Another benefit of the Planet Microbe data model is the
ability to connect and store additional contextual data at
the sampling event or sampling campaign level. For example, during cast no. 1 of the cruise HOT232, (https:
//www.planetmicrobe.org/#/sampling events/136) two samples were taken (at depth 25 and 75 m). Importantly, a

conductivity–temperature–density (CTD) profile was measured during collection, and several additional measurements were performed on water collected at different depths
during this sampling event. Although these measurements
were not taken from the exact same water samples as the
metagenomic samples, measurements within close proximity can be used to describe the broader context in which
the microbial population was observed. Consequently, in
Planet Microbe, the complete CTD profile and all measurements taken during the cast are made available in the sampling event page.
Integration of complementary data sources
Various information sources augment sample descriptions.
Planet Microbe brings together information from various
data sources (NCBI, BCO-DMO, PANGEA etc.) to ensure
the description of the sample’s contextual environment is as
comprehensive as possible. For example, the BATS sample
SAMN07137101 is described by 10 attributes in NCBI, but
using information from BCO-DMO, Planet Microbe contains a total of 68 attributes for this sample, 41 of which are
searchable fields through the Planet Microbe search interface. Although this strategy leads to some data redundancy
by integrating different sources of information in Planet
Microbe, it also allows for greater resilience against mistakes and forgotten objects. For example, the HOT sample
SAMN05991668 contains 19 terms in NCBI, however, 10 of
them were submitted without units. Because this contextual
information was also published as supplemental material in
a published paper, the sample is available in Planet Microbe
without information loss. In order to allow users to refer
back to the original data source, the source URL or Dig-
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Figure 2. Planet Microbe search interface. The Search interface is divided in four areas: (1) The map search allows users to navigate the map for geographical
regions of interest using the hand tool or to use the circular selection tool to designate a region in which to select samples. (2) The top left panel of the
search interface allows users to select samples based on their mandatory four dimensions (latitude, longitude, depth and collection time). (3) The sample
attribute search allows users to further refine their search using a set of curated attribute terms. (4) The result of the search is displayed in the result area,
and the samples and attributes used for the search are listed in a table in the ‘samples’ panel.
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ital Object Identifier (DOI) is displayed for each datum in
Planet Microbe.
Search examples across different data sources. Planet Microbe leverages an application ontology to harmonize the
terminology describing attributes that come from various
data sources. This terminological harmonization allows
users to search for samples using standardized sample descriptors which are mapped to the original attributes from
different data sources. Importantly, the search in Planet Microbe can be performed on an array of data from different
sources. For example, if a sample contains three temperature measurements, including some variations (temperature
reported using different methods or at different precision),
all these measurements will be discovered by the search.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Database construction
Overview. Planet Microbe datasets were constructed as
follows and summarized in Figure 4. First, contextual
data about the samples and projects were collected from
the NCBI BioSample and BioProject databases and then
parsed and curated. Additional contextual data about samples were then collected from other repositories and published papers. In Planet Microbe, we defined the sampling
event object as the broader context in which samples were
collected. In most genomic repositories, the contextual data
describing samples (other in-situ measurements that were
taken from the water sample used to generate ‘omics data) is
mixed with data concerning sampling events (a description
of the water column and oceanographic station in which
a sample was taken). In Planet Microbe, these two dis-

tinct types of contextual information were parsed and separated. Finally, additional information about sampling expeditions was collected from cruise repositories (e.g. the
Rolling Deck Repository). All contextual data describing
samples, sampling events, and sampling expeditions were
then assembled into a Frictionless Data package (http://
frictionlessdata.io/).
Frictionless Data is a technical standard for the containerization, publication, and mobilization of data. Frictionless Data provides specifications and software libraries
for the construction and use of Frictionless Data Packages.
Frictionless Data Packages are Javascript Object Notation
Format (JSON) files in which metadata about multiple data
resources such as comma-separated value files (CSV) can be
encapsulated. Frictionless Data Packages have previously
been used to encapsulate and annotate plant metabolomics
data (37). In Planet Microbe, we make use of Frictionless
Data Packages to bring together multiple CSV resource
files and annotate their individual data attributes with additional metadata within a master Data Package JSON file.
The Frictionless Data packages produced for Planet Microbe are freely accessible in GitHub (https://github.com/
hurwitzlab/planet-microbe-datapackages).
Finished data packages were loaded into a Postgres
database and the information about the Experiments and
Runs associated with the samples were taken from the SRA
database.
Public data resources utilized for the construction of Planet
Microbe. In order to construct the Planet Microbe
database, information from a number of resources were
used and made accessible through Planet Microbe. The list
of resources used for the project is listed in Table 1 and the
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Figure 3. Planet Microbe data model. In Planet Microbe, the data model allows users to link ‘omics data to the environmental context from the sample,
sampling event and sampling expedition. Users can also search for all samples that are associated with a single project, even if they were collected by
different project leaders.
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Figure 4. Overview of the Database construction. (A) Contextual data is retrieved from various databases and published papers. The data is divided according to the Planet Microbe data model into various elements (sample, sampling event, sampling expedition and project) (B) Terminological standardization
of attributes. Sample attributes are mapped with type and unit descriptions allowing their standardization between projects. All contextual data describing
samples, sampling events and sampling expeditions were then assembled into a Frictionless Data package (FP). (C) Finally, datasets were uploaded into
Planet Microbe. The type and format of the contextual data is reviewed and units are converted to standard recommended units. SRA Experiment and
Run information are retrieved and made accessible through the Planet Microbe web interface.
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Table 1. Public data resources utilized for the construction of Planet Microbe
Resource Type

Name

URL

Sequence databases

NCBI, National Center for Biotechnology Information
ENA, European Nucleotide Archive
SRA, Sequence Read Archive
BCO-DMO, Biological, and Chemical Oceanography
Database Management Office
PANGEA, Data Publisher for Earth and Environmental
sciences
R2R, Rolling Deck repository
CCHDO
SAMOS, Shipboard Automated Meteorological, and
Oceanographic System
WHOI, Data Library and Archive
IEDA, Marine Data Science Geosystem
PubMed
Doi, Digital Object Identifier System

ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
ebi.ac.uk/ena
trace.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra
bco-dmo.org

Contextual databases

list of projects included in the first release are listed in Table 2.
Datasets included in the database. Regardless of the scientific question, critical changes in an ecosystem can only be
understood within the appropriate historical context that
allows the investigation of long-term trends. Thus, the first
phase of Planet Microbe focused on historical time-series
oceanographic ‘omics datasets including the Hawaii Ocean
Time-series (HOT) (19) and Bermuda Atlantic Time-series
(BATS) (22). These foundational data sets have a long history of data-rich sampling efforts.
While these time-series datasets allow for a comprehensive view of a particular ecosystem of interest, our understanding of oceanic microbial population has recently
been expanded by large-scale worldwide sampling expeditions. Therefore, Planet Microbe also includes the ‘omics
datasets from Global Ocean Sampling Expedition (GOS)
(23), TARA Oceans (27), and Arctic Expeditions (28).
We also included the Ocean Sampling Day (OSD) (29),
a project of the Genomic Observatories Network that involved a simultaneous one-day sampling campaign of the
world’s oceans in the summer solstice of 2014.
Finally, Planet Microbe includes datasets exploring two
ecosystems of particular interest. First, this project included
the Amazon continuum dataset (ANACONDAS) (24,25),
aiming to provide an understanding of the microbial population across a fresh-water to a sea-water gradient. Finally, we included deep seawater samples from the Center
for Dark Energy Biosphere Investigations (C-DEBI) (26)).
Standardization of attributes
Unified terminology bridging various data annotation frameworks. In NCBI BioSample and other data resources,
sample attributes are written into single-slot text fields that
do not strictly enforce any naming or style conventions. In
BCO-DMO, a consistent vocabulary is used across datasets,
however, these terms are specific to their data model. Similarly, OSD relies on the EU FP7 Project MicroB3 for the development of its vocabulary, metadata collection protocols,
and processing workflows. While these efforts make data interoperable within a given collection effort, these vocabularies are not consistent across data sources and projects.

rvdata.us
cchdo.ucsd.edu
samos.coaps.fsu.edu
dla.whoi.edu
marine-geo.org
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
doi.org

For these reasons, Planet Microbe uses a unified semantic layer to make the datasets, data sources, and units interoperable. Attributes described in the Minimum Information about any (x) Sequence (MIxS) water checklist (6)
were annotated using terms from an application ontology
that imports terms from various OBO (Open Biological and
Biomedical Ontologies Foundry) ontologies as the Environment Ontology (ENVO) (38–40).
The application ontology called Planet Microbe
Ontology (PMO) was constructed using the ontologydevelopment-kit
https://github.com/INCATools/
ontology-development-kit and is available from
https://github.com/hurwitzlab/planet-microbe-ontology.
To be integrated into Planet Microbe, a minimum set of
information about a sample was required: BioSample ID,
sample latitude, sample longitude, sample depth, and sample collection date, or date-time.
Annotation with MIxS mandated ENVO terms. As many
of the Planet Microbe datasets made use of the MIxS Water version 4 checklist during submission to NCBI, they
were mostly annotated with ENVO biome, environmental
feature, and environmental material terms. However, leveraging these annotations proved difficult due to misannotations (i.e. the use of terms from an incorrect ENVO hierarchy), the use of deprecated terms, or the use of term labels
that do not correspond to actual ENVO terms. Manual curation of these three terms was therefore performed on our
samples in order to provide consistent annotation and enable data to be searchable based on these environmental descriptors.
Unit harmonization. Latitude and longitude coordinates
were standardized to the format of Decimal Degrees. Additionally, when applicable, attributes described in the MIxS
water checklist were annotated using the Unit Ontology
(UO) from the OBO foundry (41). Upon upload into
the Planet Microbe database, these annotations were used
to automatically convert attribute measurements from the
original source units to the units recommended by the MIxS
Water checklist. Finally, for each sample, dates and datetime formats were described using the Frictionless Data
package date format, allowing interoperability through the
different formats.
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Table 2. Datasets included in the database
Dataset description

Chisholm HOT

Temporal sampling of marine
metagenomes from Station ALOHA
Temporal sampling of marine
metagenomes from Station ALOHA
Amplicon and metagenome samples
from the 2014 Ocean Sampling Day
event around the world
Temporal sampling of marine
metatranscriptomes from Station
ALOHA
Temporal sampling of marine
metagenomes from Station ALOHA
collected from 2010 to 2016
Samples from the Global Ocean
Survey expedition (2009-2011). Include
coastal sites in the Pacific and Atlantic
Ocean, Mediterranean, Baltic and
Black Sea as well as some large lakes.
Shotgun Sequencing of Tara Oceans
DNA samples corresponding to size
fractions for protist
Shotgun Sequencing of Tara Oceans
DNA samples corresponding to size
fractions for large DNA viruses
Shotgun Sequencing of Tara Oceans
DNA samples corresponding to size
fractions for small DNA viruses
Shotgun Sequencing of Tara Oceans
DNA samples corresponding to size
fractions for prokaryotes
Metatranscriptome sequencing from
samples corresponding to size
fractions for protists
Metatranscriptome sequencing from
samples corresponding to size
fractions for protists
Amplicon sequencing of Tara Oceans
DNA samples corresponding to size
fractions for protists
Amplicon sequencing of Tara Oceans
RNA samples corresponding to size
fractions for protists
Amplicon sequencing of Tara Oceans
DNA samples corresponding to size
fractions for prokaryotes or protist
Amplicon sequencing of Tara Oceans
DNA samples corresponding to size
fractions for large DNA viruses
Metatranscriptome sequencing of Tara
Oceans DNA samples corresponding
to size fractions for prokaryotes
Shotgun Sequencing of Tara Oceans
Polar Circle DNA samples
corresponding to size fractions for
small DNA viruses
Temporal sampling of marine
metagenomes from the Bermuda
Atlantic Time series
Metagenomic samples from deep
seawater microbial communities

DeLong HOT
metagenomes
OSD2014
HOT Delong
metatranscriptome
HOT ALOHA
time/depth series
GOS expedition
2009–2011

AHX
ANB
APX
APY
ARC
ARD 2
ARG
ARH
ARI
AUZ
BEZ
BNA

BATS Chisholm
C-DEBI mid-ocean
ridge flank
Amazon Plume
Metagenomes

Metagenomic samples from the
Amazon river-sea continuum sampling
effort. Samples from the Amazon
Plume.

Expedition

NCBI ID

# Samples

HOT

385855

68

HOT

16339

42

OSD

276999

162

HOT

16339

8

NCBI, BCO-DMO, R2D,
CCHDO, published paper

HOT

352737

461

GOS

293636

68

NCBI, BCO-DMO, R2D,
CCHDO, SAMOS,
published paper
NCBI

Tara Oceans

213098

651

NCBI, Pangea

Tara Oceans

196958

75

NCBI, Pangea

Tara Oceans

214077

92

NCBI, Pangea

Tara Oceans

196960

136

NCBI, Pangea

Tara Oceans

253559

23

NCBI, Pangea

Tara Oceans

253564

450

NCBI, Pangea

Tara Oceans

253565

883

NCBI, Pangea

Tara Oceans

261507

14

NCBI, Pangea

Tara Oceans

213100

7

NCBI, Pangea

Tara Oceans

253560

19

NCBI, Pangea

Tara Oceans

253563

6

NCBI, Pangea

Tara Polar

288560

41

NCBI, Pangea

BATS

385855

62

NCBI, BCO-DMO, R2R

C-DEBI

268250
and
266365
237344

20

NCBI, BCO-DMO,
published paper, R2R,
SAMOS, WHOI, IEDA
NCBI, BCO-DMO, R2R,
SAMOS, WHOI

ANACONDAS

48

Resources used
NCBI, BCO-DMO, R2D,
CCHDO
NCBI, BCO-DMO, R2D,
CCHDO, published papers
NCBI, Pangea
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Dataset name
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Table 2. Continued
Dataset description

Amazon River
Metagenomes

Metagenomic samples from the
Amazon river-sea continuum sampling
effort. Samples from the Amazon river.
Metatranscriptomic samples from the
Amazon river-sea continuum sampling
effort. Samples from the Amazon
plume.
Metatranscriptomic samples from the
Amazon river-sea continuum sampling
effort. Samples from the Amazon river.
PolyA-enriched metatranscriptomes
samples from the Amazon river-sea
continuum sampling effort.

Amazon Plume
Metatranscriptomes
Amazon River
Metatranscriptomes
Amazon PolyA
Metatranscriptomes

Expedition

NCBI ID

# Samples

ANACONDAS

237344

48

NCBI

ANACONDAS

237345

34

NCBI, BCO-DMO, R2R,
SAMOS, WHOI

ANACONDAS

237345

39

NCBI

ANACONDAS

237346

22

NCBI, BCO-DMO, R2R,
SAMOS, WHOI

Source tracking. Planet Microbe aims to collect environmental contextual metadata about samples from different
sources. Therefore, each sample attribute was annotated
with a source URL or DOI allowing users to track the
source of the information back to its original resource.
Web-platform implementation
The Planet Microbe web architecture consists of the frontend user interface and back-end API (Figure 2). The frontend is written in Elm (42) and the backend API is written in Node.js (43). The database is implemented in PostgreSQL via Python load scripts and Frictionless Data libraries. Authentication (OAUTH2), cloud storage (CyVerse
Data Store), and computation (TACC Stampede2) are enabled by the TACC Cloud API System (TAPIS).
The code is available on GitHub from https://github.com/
hurwitzlab/planet-microbe-app. Documentation is available in Gitbook accessible through the web interface (see
the documentation tab) or directly from https://hurwitzlab.
gitbook.io/planet-microbe-documentation/.
The Planet Microbe home page (https://www.
planetmicrobe.org) gives an overview of the project’s
latest developments, vision, and aims. The navigation bar
allows users to access the main components of the Planet
Microbe platform. The Planet Microbe user interface is
divided into three main sections: ‘Browse’, ‘Search’ and
‘Analyze’. The ‘Browse’ section gives an overview of the
various marine metagenomic projects integrated into
Planet microbe and provides access to our FTP access
point. The ‘Search’ section constitutes the main search
interface for the samples integrated into Planet Microbe.
The ‘Analyze’ section allows users to run applications on
datasets included in Planet Microbe or their own datasets.
Leveraging community cyberinfrastructure for data analysis
Planet Microbe is a ‘powered by CyVerse’ project and leverages CyVerse services such as OAuth2 authentication and
the CyVerse Data Store for the storage of datasets and
analysis results (i.e. cloud-based storage optimized for large
datasets that are freely accessible through multiple interfaces) (31). Additionally, Planet Microbe leverages HPC
resources from the Texas Advanced Computing Center

Resources used

(TACC Stampede2) for computation. Finally, access to CyVerse services is enabled by the TACC Cloud API System
(TAPIS) (44).
Planet Microbe allows users to run applications (‘Apps’)
on the Planet Microbe datasets or a user’s own datasets in
the CyVerse Data Store. In addition to TAPIS/Stampede2,
Planet Microbe uses a custom Node.js service to deploy
jobs on a local server (https://github.com/hurwitzlab/planb). The provenance of primary data, derived files, and analyses are tracked in CyVerse by keeping all files in the analysis
directory, along with data products and a log file. Job inputs
and parameters are saved by TAPIS.
DISCUSSION
Understanding complex ocean systems requires the integration of biological (particularly microbial) processes with
characteristics associated with the environment, to understand environmental resilience and adaptive potential to
change. These complex systems can only be understood
given extensive sampling efforts that include data from diverse domains of ecosystem science (i.e. ‘omics, microbiology, biogeochemistry, as well as physical, chemical, and biological oceanography). To enable integrated research across
these disciplines, systems compiling and interlinking data
while allowing their analysis using high-performance computer architectures are needed. Planet Microbe is a webbased platform aiming to centralize and standardize contextual data associated with major marine ‘omic datasets.
Centralizing and aggregating datasets
Large-scale ‘omics repositories like NCBI (5), MG-RAST
(10) or JGI (45) allow for access to ‘omics datasets, while
oceanographic data repositories like BCO-DMO allow researchers to share important sample contextual data. However, we believe Planet Microbe and other aggregation and
curation efforts to be critical to enhance the reuse of these
distributed datasets. Planet Microbe aims to centralize and
link data sets from a variety of resources, making them interoperable with one another. To be included in Planet Microbe, the dataset needs to be open-source and available in
a public sequence repository that is affiliated with the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration
(INSDC, www.insdc.org). Because the project is collecting
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Need for large-scale intercalibration efforts
The work presented here brings together a large number of marine ‘omics samples. However, it is important
to note that these datasets were prepared using different methods (i.e. sample preservation, extraction, amplification, and sequencing) and therefore have unique biases that make them quantitatively incomparable without correction (46). Future efforts are needed to develop
and describe robust community-accepted methods for sample collection, sample size fractionation, filtration, and
quantitation using mock community spike-ins for creating
cross-comparable ‘omics datasets. Further, bioinformatics
protocols and pipelines require standardization to make
taxonomic and functional annotations comparable across
projects, and statistical methods should be made easily accessible to account for biases between datasets. Concerted
community-driven efforts are required to allow datasets to
be more effectively used together to better elucidate global
questions on microbial driven biogeochemical processes in
the ocean.
Ongoing development
Planet Microbe is currently in its first release and is expected
to be updated regularly, as new large-scale marine ‘omics
projects are made available. Moreover, future development
will include consistent taxonomic and functional annotation of the datasets currently available in Planet Microbe
and the extension of our system to deploy new search capabilities leveraging these annotations.
Future work will also include the integration of additional data types currently not supported in our system, and
in particular, the integration of satellite-derived measurements. Finally, we plan to develop resources and tools to
help scientists to harmonize their datasets with the larger
collection of data in Planet Microbe, or prepare and plan
future data collection expeditions using standardized terminology from OBO ontologies.
DATA AVAILABILITY
Planet Microbe is freely accessible at https://www.
planetmicrobe.org. Documentation is available in Gitbook
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from https://github.com/hurwitzlab/planet-microbe-app.
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